STORAGE QUOTES LOOSE PARTS PLAY 2018

Area 3: Roller Door dimensions: 330cm length and 265
height (little bit of space). Storage within

B&D

$2000

$2000

SUPPLIER

COST

NUMBER

TOTAL

Nature
Based Play

$350

2

$700

Bunnings

$245
each

7

$1715

Area 2: to fit tubs - 350cm length and 110cm wide
Area 1: To be measured (envisage along the wall near the
blocks)
ITEM

Stylish and functional outdoor storage box by Keter. The
Rockwood is a large storage box with 570L of weather
resistant storage. Seating 2 adults comfortably it is a very
versatile outdoor storage box.






570L of weather resistant storage
Seats 2 adults comfortably
Gas struts for easy opening
Lockable
Crafted from UV stabilised polypropylene for years of
outdoor durability

Model Name Keter 153 x 73 x 64cm Rockwood Storage Box
Model Number 17197729
Material UV Stabilised Polypropylene
Product Dimensions (mm)W:724 H:644 L:1550
Package Dimensions (mm)W:1580 H:757 L:173
Weight 24kg

These are
what Nature
Play
Solutions
recommends
they do
suggest
keeping the
warranties
from
Bunnings
and if we
think,
swapping
the hinges
but once we
do this it
voids the
warranty.
Perth
College have
had theirs
for 5 years
and no

Storage Length (mm) 1424
Storage Width (mm) 626

problems

Storage Height (mm) 579
Lockable Yes
Bunnings

$149

1

$149

Bunnings

$95

1

$95

With a heavy duty steel design and a large loading capacity
of 300kg, the Heavy Duty Trolley is strong and reliable. It
also possesses a longer toe plate than most trolleys,
allowing you to move awkward sized objects such as plant
pots. Its 10" gel wheels are ideal because their gel filling
prevents them from being punctured. The trolley has
plastic guards on the vertical frames to prevent any objects
being moved from getting damaged.






300KG Capacity
10" Gel Wheels
Deep Curved Back
Large Toe Plate
Plastic Guards to Protect Load

The 300kg Folding Platform Trolley from Toplift features a
space efficient design and comes with two lockable casters
for ease of use. It has a non-slip PVC platform surface to
prevent any load from slipping off the trolley. The trolley
also has an in built tool pouch to save you from having to
carry your tools whilst moving the trolley around.




Up to 300kg weight capacity
Foldable for easy storage
PVC non-slip platform surface

We need like
a big crate to
go on top
This may be
a donation?
Phoned
Farmer Jacks
and inquired
pay a
deposit then
get
reimbursed.
Matt 2 IC
will let me
know I will

have a look
at
lunchtime.
Bunnings

$12

10

$120

Montgomery 60L Heavy Duty Storage Container
I/N: 2583473

Bunnings

$10.50

10

$105

Polytuf 1.8 x 2.4m Heavy Duty Tarpaulin
I/N: 3332351

Bunnings

$12.65

5

$63.25

$21.98

5

$109.90

$500

2

$1000.00



Built in tool pouch

65 L Rope Bucket

Polytuf 2.4 x 3.0m Heavy Duty Tarpaulin
I/N: 3332369
Mud kitchen

TOTAL

$6056.25

